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THE ANCHOR, TUESDAY, APRIL 26, l977

Open Parking as so,ution
Criticized by security Direct0r
RIC could go ahead and try the open parking
proposal, but it will not alleviate the present problem,
says Mr. Edward Perry, Director of Security and
Safety. Many of the large parking lots on the campus
are half-full all or most of the time, he says. Mr.
_Perry went on to question whether students did know
where parking spaces were available on the campus
or whether they just did not want to walk.
Mr. Perry explained that in his view some students
arrived at school at the last minute and expected to
park at the door of the building where classes were
held or where they had to do their, business. He instanced that there were often available spaces in Lot
L behind Weber Dorm and in Lot B near the Information Booth at the front of the Campus grounds.
He said that if students were to arrive at school in
good time they would have adequate time to walk to
their classes.
There is presently a proposal for open parking
being studied by College Administration and Faculty.
If it is approved, parking in college lots will be done
on a "first come first serve" basis, except for a
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limited number of spaces which would be designated
for the handicapped and for emergency and medical
services. Presently, there is reserved parking for
staff, faculty and administration. Students . have
, argued that while staff, faculty and administration
are allowed to park anywhere on campus - including
the lots for ogen parking - they were limited to open
parking lots alone, and that there were periods where
lots were unused in the reserved areas and students
could not find parking spaces.
. Mr. Perry noted that there were 2,225 parking
spaces in lots designated_for open parking, three lots
reserved for faculty, and a number of small lots
reserved for handicapped and staff. In addition there
were nine other 'roaded areas' where parking is
allowed on one side of the roadway.
Meanwhile, in response to an Anchor query, Mr.
Perry disclosed that his department had handed out
3,374 tickets for parking violations for the calendar
year 1976,and had issued 1,244tickets for the first
three months of 1977.
Adrian Kirton

,

COME
Preparing Proposals
The Committee On Minority
Enrollment, (COME) is presently
preparing a set of proposals to be
studied by the RIC Administration
in the coming academic year. It is
hoped that these proposals will
improve the situations of minority
students on RIC campus.
Among the proposals,
the
Committee is expected to ask for
the establishment of a formal
policy in the realm of financial aid.
Minority students have reported
several problems in acquiring
funds which have been allocated-to
pay for tuition and books. This
makes the acquisition of these
books late and puts students at a
disadvantage in their classes.
The Committee also hopes to
renew efforts to have minority
personnel hired in all student
service offices; to request that
accurate information and statistics
be kept on non-degree, undergraduate, degree, part-time
and Urban Education Center
minority students; to propose a
transportation service f~r making

RIC accessible to students who
need to reach or leave thecampus
durmg the middle of the day; and
to indicate support services for bilingual students.
COME, which meets weekly on
Wednesday in Brown Hall, expects
that the Draft Proposals will be
ready for discussion by the
Committee this week. COME,
which was started in Spring, 1976,
by Dr. Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban has
been concentrating
on the
problems
faced
by black
Americans and persqns of Latin
American
and
Portuguese
background attending or wishing
to attend the College.
In spite of RIC stated efforts to
offer opportunity to this section of
the American population, there
have been many set-backs and
instances of discrimination, as
COME has heard during a number
of committee
meetings this
semester. It is expected that the
proposals will be addressed so as to
rectify student concerns in this
area.
Adrian Kirton

An'chorAnn·ounces
Staff Changes

•

NOE
ONC

members of the editorial board will
be graduating
in May, new
editorial positions will be open. At
a meeting on April 20, the present
•Executive Editor recommended
some revisions of the titles and
corresponding roles of the editorial
·"unconventional" naturai gas.
board. One recommendation,
This gas is trapped in underprobably the most important one,
ground rock fonnatiom, in coal
is the elimination of the position of
deposits and in the tight sands
Executive Editor (formerly titled
of the Rocky Motmtains. It
Editor in Chief). Replacing the
would cost billions,of course, to
extract the trapped g~. Some .one-person position would be the
combined
positions
of two
of the underground rock, for
example, would ffave to be.,... Associate Editors. Primarily, the
Associate editors would share the
fractured.
diverse responsibilities of the
The government is now
organization. Financial matters
studying the pros and cons of
including advertisement, budget,
developing this unconventional
and
business would be the
gas. The secret project is
responsibility of one,· while all
knownas MOPPS.This stands
other matters concerning policy,
for Market Oriented Program
assignments,
and production
Planning Study.
would
be
the
responsibility
of the
- Last Friday, officials of the
other associate editor.
•
Energy,
Research
and
Development Administration
Two reasons were given as to the
met secretly at a downtown
rationale behind this recommotel to review the preliminmendation: (1) The accumulating
ary finding.5.They concluded
responsibilities
of a student
that the cost of squrezing this
newspaper are far too much for·
gas out of the rock, coal and
one person to effectively handle
sand would be prohibitive at
(and carry a full load of course
today's ellergy prices.
work). (2) A dual role responBut they conceded that unsibility would prove a more
co n vent ion al gas would
balanced organization and would
become more attractive as the
encourage more interstaff comprice of conventional gas soars.
munication.
A continuing price rise is now
Other recommendations by the
considered likely. So the secret
Executive Editor include the
study group is trying to work
creation of a new title called Office
out cost estimates. This will • Manager. This position would
determine whether the governentail
the
responsibilities
ment will go after all that trapassociated with the day-to-day
ped gas.
continuity of ru~ng the Anchor
Arms for Panama: The
office. Also recof&nended was the
United States and Panama are
division of the present adengaged in sensitive negotiavertising-format position into two
tions over the Panama Canal. ' aistinct positions.
Panamanian strongman Omar
Although no positions have beer.
Torrijos has threatened
officially announced, pending final
violence if the canal itsn't
staff approval, the present perti.µ·nedover to his country.
sonnel of the staff will be filling in
Intelligence reports warn
the new openings with the possible
that Torrij~ is trying to beef
exception of the photo manager
up his military might. Yet, he
position.
has been getting military
equipment from the United
During the. meeting in which
States.
these recommendations
were
Late last year, four armored
presented to the staff, the _
cars were secretly unloaded in
Executive Editor mentioned that
Panama.
They
were
he believed that the Anchor will
purchased from an American
achieve a first place, if not a
company, Cadillac Gage, with
medalist next year, in the
State Dept. approval. Now • Columbia
Scholastic
Press
we've just learned that a dCY/.en Association contest. The Anchor
additional arIT}Oredcars have
won a second place ·(classification
been delivered to Panama
of total points,. not rank order) for
within the past month.

The Anchor staff will be meeting
on Wednesday, April 27 to elect
members to a revised editorial
board. Due to the fact that some
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House Secret' Study Charges
Justice Didn't Really Probe
Into M.L. King Assassination
by Jack Anderson
with Joe Spear

WASIIlNGTON- Last Janu-

ary, a Ju&ice Dept. task force
completed a review of the
Martin Luther King assas.5ination. The task force concluded
that James Earl Ray "was the
assas.5in" and that "he acted
alone."
But meanwhile, the House
AssassinationsCommittee conducted a secret study of the
task force report. The findings
are summarjzed in a si7.zling,
16-page analysis. We have obtained one· of the restricted
copies,and we think the public
is entitled to know what it says.
The House study charges
that the Justice Dept. really investigated itself; that it upheld
its own findings of nine years
ago; that lt didn't conduct a
real investigation but merely
reviewed rthe existing paperwork.
It would be an enoqnous
task, according to the analysis,
to determine whether King
was the victim of a conspiracy.
Yet the task force didn't hire a
single investigator. In.stead,the
task force relied upon five attorneys, two researchers, two
secretaries and two clerktypists.
James Earl Ray visited 19
cities and five foreign countries
during the year he gunned
down the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. Yet the task force
didn't bother to interview more
than -30 people. The House .
study ' claimed this hardly
scratched the surface.
The task force conceded that
it had unearthed some new information.
Yet -this was
covered in one lone sentence.
The new information was

never spelled out. Yet the task
force described in dreary
detail how long King spent in
different rooms in the Lorraine
Motel where he spent his final
hours.
The task force stated flatly
that Ray acted alone yet he exchanged rifles in Binningham.
And he was quoted as saying
his brother didn't like the first
rifle. Another witness quoted
him as saying he w·as waiting
for money from his brother.
-Ray told slill another witness
that he was going to visit a
brother in Birmingham.
Ray's motive for , killing
King, the task force suggests,
was hatred for blacks. Yet Ray
worked with 22 blacks in a
Winnetka, lli. restaurant for
seven weeks. He also took orders from a black boss who, according to· the House study,
"wasn't an easy man to get
•along with."
The secret analysis found
many other discrepancies in
the task force report. Meanwhile, House investigators are
going ahead with their own investigation. They have started
interviewing witnesses who
should have been questioned
nine years ago but, for some
reason, were not
International Spies: Inside
the gray filing cabinets that
line government offices are
literally millions of secret
dossiers compiled on U.S.
citizens. Thanks to rlew laws
passed by Congress, government agencies are now
restricted in their use of these
files.
At least one secret intelligence
organization,

however, freely slips information about Americans to police
depts. not only in this country
but abroad. Those.d0&5iersare
passed in direct defiance of the_
Congress and the law.· The
organization responsible is Interpol -- the international
police organization featured in
cloak-and-dagger tales.
Interpol is a private, Parisbased group that operates in
more than 12.5nations. It supposed l y serves
as a
clearinghouse of information
on international criminal activity. But the organization is ,.
not as innocent as it may .seem.
Interpol actually rose from
the ashes of European fascism.
The organization has an extensive Nazi history, which agents
have spent the better part of 30
years trying to hide.
We have also linked Interpol
with illegal tactics of both the
CIA anc~.the Drug Enforcement Agency. In testimony
before Con~,
the U.S. head
of Interpol claimed that his
organization never crossed
paths with the CIA because Interpol is not in the intelligencegathering business.
But recently, a private
organi7.ation filed a suit in
federal court to force the CIA
to open up its files on Interpol.
Claiming national security
problems, the CIA refused to
release the files because "disclosure of the documents
would reveal that the government had cooperated with Interpol in the collection of intelligence."
The U.S. government provides Interpol with a national
office at the Treasury building
in Washington. The government also pays annual dues
amounting to $138,000and provides hundreds of thousands of
dollars to Interpol for information services.
Gas Search:
President
Carter is privately worried
that the nation will run short of
natural gas before new sources
of energy can be developed.
The federal government,
therefore, is secretly studying
how to_tap huge reservoirs of
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Founded in J928
The Anchor is located on .the third floor of the Student
•
Union: Our m~ilin_g address is:
THE ANCHOR
Rhode Island College
600 Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908

DEFENDS CHARACTER
talk given by Dr. Frances Welsing.
He is continually searching for
information about the mental
health subject, a subject on wbich
he is a virtual expert. This is
probably why he went to hear Dr.
Welsing, a prominent" black
psychiatrist.
- I did not attend the Welsing
lecture; therefore I cannot make a
fair and intelligent argument
defending her talk, or denouncing
it. I do not inten~ to discuss the
talk, I merely wish to defend Paul
Morrissey's standing as a person
well-qualified to discuss mental
health issoes. When Billy Taylor
said that Paul Morrissey wrote
about something he did not understand, I do not know which of
Ann ran to publicize the plight of two subjects Mr. Taylor was
the mentally ill and to incite the referring to. If he was referring to
"powers that be" to undertake the conditions and characteristics
studies of the mental health care of the black experience which Dr.
profession. To this day the Welsing is reported to have
Morrisseys are crusading against discussed, he is entirely correct in
the modern day methods of claiming Morrissey does not uncombating mental illness, (used by derstand. Morrissey, a white,
public and private institutions cannot conceivably comprehend
alike) which they consider inap- the problems and the particulars of
propriate, outdated, ineffective, the black experience. Only blacks
and sometimes even counter- can truly comprehend the beautiful
productive.
and the not so beautiful aspects of
I haven't talked to either one of their heritage and their current
the 1\'lorrisseys in s~veral months, condition.
but I feel I can make an educated
If Mr. Taylor meant that
guess as to why Paul attended the.,,..Morrissey is not capable of un-

Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to the
character assassinations of Paul
Morrissey which were printed in
last week's "Anchor." My purpose
is to defend Paul's reputation and
to establish his credibility as a
virtual expert on issues relative to
mental health.
I first encountered Paul and his
wife Ann when they were involved
in a Congressional campaign in
1976. Ann ran unsuccessfully
against. Rep. Ferdinand J. St.
Germain, and Paul served as her
ca'mpaign manager and treasurer.
I wrote an article in the Anchor on
March 2, 1976 entitled "Ann
Morrissey's Unique Campaign.''

Parliamentary
The Election Commission has
released the names of persons with
validated signatures for Student
Parliament. They are as follows:
Constituency I
1. Ellen Manning
2. Chuck Naud
3. Maureen Taylor
4. Sharon Charette
5. Tom Pavelka
6_.Diane Hollingw~th
7. Ray Proulx

Art Studio
English
History
French
Theatre

Communications

Constituency II
1. Steve Deager
2. Dan Verpaelst
3. Mark D' Agostine
4. Cathy Calore

I cannot and will not pass
judgement on whether Paul
Morrissey, whom I respect, or his
critics, including Adrian Kirton,
whom I respect, are painting the
most accurate picture. For all I
know, Paul could have been entirely off the wall in his criticisms
of Dr. Welsing's address. Given the
fact that a standing ovation
followed the talk, one would have
to agree that Dr. Welsing gave the
audience what it sought. All, that
is, except for :Paul Morrissey, who
may have as I would tend to
believe, come to hear a black
psychiatrist talk objectively about
her
and
illness
mental
achievements in that area; and not
to hear a successful member of a
minority discuss issues as they
relate to that race.
Gregory M. Markley

Elections

Constituency III
1. John DeCataldo Urban Studies
Political Science
2. Jeff Page
3. Peter Ruggiero Political Science
Constituency IV
1. Pam Martin

derstanding the problem of mental
health, he is dead wrong, As I have
previously written, Morrissey is
extremely perceptive and learned
when it comes to the issue of
mental health, That is why I shall
answer Jim Rose's question about
Morrissey's qualifications as a
"Ph.D. in Psychiatry" by saying
that Morrissey does not have a
piece of paper acknowledging his
expertise, yet his understanding of
the field is q'uite thorough indeed.

Ind. Tech.

Graduate
1. Terry Turner

There will be elections in Constituency I as there are seven
candidates nominated to fill the
five seats. All other candidates
have been duly elected.

2. Lisa Corsetk Special Education
Constitue~cy V ( At Large)
1. Jolin Barry
2. Robert Mccutcheon
3. Mike Lawton

Tom Whalen
5. Sue Griffin
4.

Biology Dorms
Math 1. Mary Ellen Branch
Math 2. Renee Perry
Nursing 3. Kathy Horridge

There are still nine seats to be
filled to give Student Parliament
its full complement of members.
These seats are available in
Constituency II - one seat;
Constituency III - three seats;
Constituency IV - two seats;
Thorpe Weber Dorm and Performance
Willard Matriculating Students - one seat
Brown each.

Telephone, 456-8257 or ext. 8257
The Anchor is composed weekly during the school year. It is
printed by photo-offset by Ware River News, 4 Church Street,

Ware, Mass.
Advertising is sold at the rate of $2.00 per column.inch. A 20 per
in "Free
cent discount is allowed campus organizqtions.Ads
For
Classifieds" are free to all members of the RIC community.
manager.
consult our ativertising
further information,

All editorial decisions for The Anchor are made entirely oy its·
student. editorial board. No form of -censorship will be imposed.
However, material found unacceptable or unsuitable in their
opinion will not be published. All unsolicited material, including
Letters to the Editor, must include the name and address of the
author. Names may be withheld upon request. Views appearing in
The Anchor do not necessarily reflect those of the administration,
faculty or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
of The Anchor editorial board.
ANCHOR

STAFF

Marcel Desrosiers
Kate Cross
Charles Arent
Gail Sancho
Steve Sullivan
Jane Murphy •
PatNasby •
Marian Avakian
Barbara Sharkey
Lyn Ucci

Executive Editor
Assistant Editor
Managing Editor
Ad ve rtising-f ormat
Assignments Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Manager
Sports Editor
Secretary
Secretar.y

i..

Staf! Wri~ers: Adrian Kirton, Willie Green, Greg Markley, Lynn '
Atkms, Bill Stapleton.
Productio~ Assistants: Paula· Ewin, Babbie Wark
Art Consultant: Bob Miner
Donna Sousa, John Kolkolski, Cathr Wilson
Contributors:

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
Letters to the Editor ai·e welcome and urged. The policy of the
Anchor Editorial Board is to print any and all responsible opinions.
However, as in keeping with our overall editoria\ policy, no letters
which are deemed slanderous, and-or libelous, will be printed. •
Any letters unsigned will not be printed. Any letters containing
unwarranted obscenities will not be printed. We have chosen not to
edit I :!tten. except for grammatical errors as opposed to the
standard journalistic procedure of revising letters.
M.D.
I

Anchor
( Con't. from Page

I)

the issues , of January 1976 to
December of 1976. This was an
improvement over the previous
year's third place.
Also brought up at the meeting
was the possibility of the Anchor
producing a single mid-summer
issue directed toward the incoming

freshmen. Should the funds and
staff be available, the single issue
would highlight some student
rights and privileges that would be
of concern• to the freshmen
students and would include feature
articles reg?rding services and
organizations available on campus. The proposed summer issue
would also serve as a recruiting
drive for new Anchor members.

R.I.C. Theatre to do
"-Toys In The Attic"
-

Lillian Hellman's drama of a
brother and sisters in torment with
one another, Toys In The Attic, willbe the next offering of -the Rhode
Island College Theatre Department. Directed by Joe Graham,
associate professor of theatre, the
play will be staged April 28 through
May 1 in the Roberts Hall
Auditorium. Curtain is at 8: 15 p.m.
Graham points out that the play
which deals somewhat sensationally.with a neurotic Southern
family, the Berniers, has been
compared to the work of Tennessee
Williams. But, he feels that
Hellman is closer to Chekov in her
dissection of deceit and hypocrisy.
.RIC photos by Gordon E., Rowley
Congressman Edward Beard gets acquainted with materials aboard the mobile van operated by Rhode
Island College's Career Education Project. Showing curriculum materials, bi-lingual comic books designed to
introduce information about careers to school children, is Dr. Ronald Esposito, director of the Career
Education Project at RIC. The Career Education Van is the only such mobile unit in the country. It travels to
the various schools in the state by appointment to allow teachers to examine curriculum materials for career
education. Beard. a member of the U.S. House of Representatives' sub-committee on education, helped RIC
obtain Federal ·grant monies to support the va~. He visited the unit on April 14 at the Norwood Avenue
Elementary School in Cranston where his daughter is a pupil.

Toys In The Attic, perhaps the
most frequently performed of
Lillian Hellman's plays, centers on
the reaction of Julian Berniers' two
spinster sisters when he returns
home wealthy and married and no
longer in need of their attentions.
At RIC Richard Dulgarian, a
junior, will play Julian Bernier.
Kathy Horridge, a senior is

I

assisting Professor Graham in the
production of the show.
Others in the cast are: Tracy.
Dworman, Barbara A. Silliman,
Dorothy E. Cole, Aloma Keen
Noble, Robert A. Johnson,
Clarence D. Beckham, and Peter
C. Johnson.
The set for the production is
being designed by John Custer of 32
Countryside Drive, Cumberland,
associate professor of theatre.
A special preview performance
of the play on Wednesday evening,
April 26 will be dedicated to Dr.
Charles B. Willard, RIC President,
and Mrs. Willard. Willard will
retire from the RIC helm on June 1
after nineteen years as an administrator at the state college, the
last four as president.
Admission charges to the
regularly schedule performances
of Toys In the Attic will be $3.00
general admission, $2.50 for· RIC
Faculty, and $1.25 to students with
a RIC ID.
~or more informatioriplease call
456-8270.
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N.Y. Times Commends
Dr. Tegu's Photography
RIC Professor Dr. T. Steven Tegu's photographic study of the crew of
the Cape Verdean sailing ship Ernestina has been lauded in a New York
Times review of an exhibit of Cape Verdean culture at the National
Maritime Museum on Cadman Plaza in Brooklyn, New York. The
exhibition, organized under the auspices of the United Nations, was
referred to by the New York Times with this title: "Cape Verdeans
Celebrate Their Own Mayflower." In reviewing Dr. Tegu's photography,
the Times of March 25, 1977had this to say: "Some of the exhibition's
best works are the photographs of Dr. T. Steven Tegu of Rhode Island
College. These are portraits of Cape Verdean seamen." The accompanying photo_isa sample of Dr. _Tegu'swork.
Dr. Tegu, of the Department of Modern Languages befriended the
crew of the Ernestina during one of its voyages from the Cape Verdean
Islands to New England. He spent several weekends aboard the ship
photographing the crew. He was also responsible for collecting several
tons of clothing and other goods from the RIC community for the people of
the Cape Verde Islands who have suffered for years because of a severe
drought.
The Ernestina was built in 1894and has a remarkable history, having
sailed under the guidance of Captain· Robert Bartlett in Arctic expeditions. Next summer the Ernestina will come to America to be turned
into a floating museum. She. is to the Cape Verdean people what the
Mayflower was to the Pilgrims, according to Dr. Tegu.
The idea of a floating museum originated with the Cape Verdean
American Federation, of which Dr. Tegu is a f~under member.

Encounter Program

This photograph, entitled "The Merry Rover", is one of many taken by Dr. T. Steven Tegu of RIC's
Department of Modern Languages, aboard the Cape Verdean Ship, Ernestina. Several of his photographs
were recently on display at a New York exhibition, and were favorably mentioned in a N. Y. Times review of
the showing.

NEWS NOTES
by Lynn Atkins

International...
Criminal charges were filed against the captain of the Soviet fishing vessel which was brought into
Boston. Capt. Alexander Gupalov was charged with violations of the 200mile fishing limit and civil-charges
were filed against his ship. The Justice department filed the charges and asked for forfeiture of the vessel,
although lighter penalties may be arranged.
Premier AdolfoSuarez of Spain announced the first free elections in 41years will be held on June 15.For
. the first time since the Spanish Civil War, the Communist party will participate legally in the election of 350
deputies and 207senators. A two house parliament will replace Franco's unicameral legislature.
Andrew Young, the U.S. ambassador to the U.N., has antagonized South African officials by agreeing
that the government of South Africa is "illegitimate". Young answered "yeah", to the question put by an
Associated Press reporter. The state department did not reprimand Young, but issued a statement explaining
that Young's remark was not U.S. policy.

National...

In a speech before Congress last week, President Carter introduced a national energy program designed
to reduce the rise of energy consumption by two per cent. Carter's program includes a tax on gasoline which
would increase each year if consumption doesn't decrease. And a tax on oil that would raise gasoline prices by
seven per cent a gallon. To encourage conservation, Carter proposed a tax on new cars that don't meet federal
efficiency standards and a rebate for buyers of cars that exce~ the st~ndards. Rebat~ a~d tax credits would
also go to homeowners and businesses who spend money on msulat10n, weather stnppmg and some solar
energy equipment. The prices of oil and natural gas would be increased by taxes and industries forced to
switch to coal would have to install the best pollution controls available. Congress will decide the fate of the
energy program and several congressmen voiced opposition even before the president's speech.
Last week, the Supreme Court ruled that physical punishment in schools does not violate the constitution. In a 5 to 4 decision, the court ruled that the eighth amendment, outlawing cruel and unusual punishment, does not apply in the 1970case brought by two students. Students retain the right to sue a teacher or
administrator if they are severely beaten.
At a press conference, President Carter announced a drive to cut inflation which emphasi_zesvolu!ltary
controls. A labor management team will work with advisors and monitor the program. AFL-CIO president,
George Meany and the Chairman of General Electric Co., were named as members.

State ...
Governor Garrahy revised the budget he submitted last February and added $634,000.Recommended
appropriations for welfare and education were cut, while new programs were added and other expenses were
higher. The Governor's financial aid bill changing the criteria for scholarships has been passed by the House
and sent to the senate. The bill has been criticized by state college officials because by emphasizing financial
need in awarding scholarships, students at low-tuition state schools will receive less aid than they have enjoyed in the past.
A helicopter pad located at the end of Pitman Street, near the mayor's home, and paid for with state
funds, is the focus of a controversy in Providence. Mayor Vincent Cianci Jr. denied ordering the construction
or using the pad, but he said he thought it was for radio station WHIM's former traffic reporter "Captain
Jack." WHIM's president said he had no understanding with the city of Providence about the helicopter pad.
No city official has taken the responsibility for ordering the construction.
The Senate has passed a resolution calling for a national constitutional convention to consider an
amendment outlawing abortion. The measure has already passed the house and does not require the Governor's approval. Two-thirds of the states must petition Congress in order to call a convention.
The House Finance Committee tabled a bill to create a Rhode Island Student Loan Authority, killing the
measure for this session. The Student Loan Authority would have been able to buy student loans from banks
and assure the availability of more loan money.

At.RIC ...
Carolyn Gonzales has been chosen as the recipient of a $20,000Truman Scholarship and a government
internship in Washington, D.C. She is interested in helping affecting change to benefit Hispanic-Americans.
She looks forward to a career in either law or public service.

In the last few weeks there has
been a considerable amount of
discussion about the value of the
program that is
''Encounter"
conducted for incoming freshmen
and transfer students~ In an effort
to answer some of the questions
that have arisen, the "Anchor"
recently interviewed Mr. Jim
the
of
head
Cornelison,
"Encounter" program:
What does the
Anchor:
"Encounter" program consist of?
Jim: The "Encounter" program
consists of a two day orientation
program for freshmen which includes an overnight stay 7 student
advising, registration, writing skill
and reading skill tests for all
students, and a speech test for
students in education. These tests
are non-punitive and serve only to
show the stud.ents any weak points
he or she may have. We also
provide social events to allow the
students to socialize.

Why does the
Anchor:
"Encounter" feature the stay on
campus when only 15 per cent of
students will actually live on
~
campus?
Jim: We feel that it is important
for the students to have experience
with the campus and so that they
will know what is availabl~.

What does the
Anchor:
"Encounter" cost the students?

students. The program for transfer
students is different in that it
consists of a five hour orientation
and deletes the social activities.
What does tr"
Anchor:
"Encounter" cost the college?
Jim: The major costs to the
college are the student wages for
our aides along with the wages ot
the faculty members who advise
the students and various other
costs.
Anchor: What are the student
sponsors paid and how are they
•
trained?
Jim: The student sponsors are
paid $2.50per hr. plus .10 extra for
each year that they have participated in the program. The
sponsors are trained in a one week
program during which they are
intensively trained in relating to
students and other such things.
Anchor: Of the information tha
is given the students, how much is
used?
Jim: Our goal is to get the information to the student. Once they
have it, it is up to them to use it.
I have heard that
Anchor:
students are pushed into being
the
during
active
socially
"Encounter." Is this the case?
Jim: This is not true. Students
are strongly encouraged but we do
not push j:hem.

Jim: The fee is $20for freshmen
students and $13 for transfer

- John Kokolski

SEX

Information ~d Referral
Service
(S.I.R.S.)
Hours For Your Convenience
Monday thru Thurs. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Facts -

Referrals

-

Peer Counseling

Discussion
Located Under Donovan
Drop in or Call 521-7568
Fran Stahlbush, Co-ordinator
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NegotiationsUnderway
RIC-AFT Executive Committee
and the Board of Regents have
agreed to the ground rules for the
Union negotiations with their
employers for better salaries and
conditions of service. The specific
areas for negotiations will be
announced next week.
One of the interesting areas of
discussion should be the Union's
proposals regarding the OPI
awards. These awards have come
under exteq.sive discussions by the
Anchor and in each department of
the College.
Anchor also learned that RICAFT will make a stand on the
Parking Proposals this week. The
student body is expecting faculty to
reject the proposals and to vote to
continued reserved parking for
faculty.

Soc./Soc.
Welfare
Logo
Chosen
~

Richard Ar lotto, social welfare major, has unanimously been voted the winner of the Sociology-Social
Welfare department logo contest. Student representatives of the department approved Rich's bumper sticker
and button designs, and awarded him the prize of eleven dollars.
Rich is a freshman who has been studying art for the past eight years, and switched his major to social
welfare because he wants to help people more directly. He hopes to incorporate both interests in a future
career. Rich's talents are evident. His connected figures represent all the people in the world, and the blue and
green background of the designs symbolizes the world we all live in. Hopefully, bumper stickers and buttons
will be printed for next fall, and the whole department will display them proudly.

Meanwhile,
the
faculty's
Facilities
Committee
has
presented RIC-AFT executive with
a list of problems related to the
campus facilities. Listed among
the problems are:
(a) inadequate ventilation and
temperature control in several
specified teaching rooms,
(b) inadequate snow removal a circumstance
which led to
numerous accidents last winter,
(c) lack of sufficient chalk,
number of lecterns and chalkboards,
(d) unduly late announcement of
class cancellations - a fact that
caused great hardships on both
faculty and students,
(e) late announcement of nonsession days, which particularly
affected the Library.

For StockCar
BuffsOnly
Thompson
Speedway
in block modifieds, midgets, and •
Thompson, Conn. started the New super modifieds assembled for one
England stock car season with its of the best shows that this writer
6th ann11al ·Icebreaker
race
had seen on the five-eighths mile
program. A field of over 120 small • oval. Stafford Springs Speedway
opened its season with the 4th
annual Spring Sizzler and the other
Southern N. E. tracks will be
opening soon.
Stock car racing is extremely
popular in this area and provides a
good night out during the warm
spring and summer months.
Here's a brlef guide to the local
tracks.

/

FALL & ·SUMMER WORK
s'upervisory

positions

associated

with:

Programming Staff

Personnel

Rathskellar

Sign Making

Building Management

Bookkeeping

Student Organization

Games Room

Third Curriculum

Info Desk

RIC Student
Applications: Available in Student Activities
Office, SU 316
Requirements:

DEADLINE:

April 29, 1977

StudentUnionis an AffirmitiveAction-Equal
Employment
Opportunities
Employer

Rhode Island has no stock car
racing, but the area does have two
excellent facilities just across the
Mass. and Connecticut borders.
Seekonk Speedway., located on Rt.
6 in Seekonk, Mass., is a tight
quarter mfle . oval. Promoter
Anthony Vendetti draws large
crowds on Saturday nights for a
program of small block modifieds,
late model stock cars, six cylinder
street stocks and a mini-stock
division. Reportedly, extensive
renovations have been undertaken,
and the purse has been raised for
fhe competitors while admission
stays at $3.00. Seekonk's season
begins Sat. May 14 at 7:30 p.m.
Thompson Speedway is a long
five-eighth mile oval located off Rt.
193 in Thompson, Conn. Don
Honeis, the promoter, will offer a
program of modified stocks and
late models during their 'regular
season beginning May 2nd at 2 p.m.
Thompson has gravel bankings on
the turns, ard has been the scene of
many tight modified .battles.
Admission is $4.00.
Two other ovals that are not
close by but have good facilities
are Westboro Speedway on Rt. 9,
between
Worcester
and
Framingham,
and
Stafford
Springs Speedway on Rt. 140 in
Stafford Springs, Conn. Westboro
Speedway is a tight ¼ mile which
will cater to the low buck modified
boys and a good program of late
model and street stockers. On
Saturday nights beginning May
14th, Stafford Springs is the local
N.A.S.C.A.R.modified track. It's a
five-eighth mile speedway and will
feature modified stockers, with
late models and street stockers and
street stocks on Friday nights.
Word is that the big name
drivers, will run Stafford on
Fridays, Seekonk on Saturdays
and Thompson on Sundays. This
will provide some interesting
racing this season! I have heard
that the renovations to Seekonk are
mainly widening the front straight.
Could A. Vendetti be planning a
mini-Daytona?
Could be interesting!
John E. Kokolski
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THEY DANCED
ALL NIGHT
coThe Dance Marathon
sponsored by the RIC class of '79
and JB 105 is expected to raise
more than $6,700when pledges are
paid. The ev_ent which began at
9:00 p.m. on Friday, April 15th and
ended at 11:00 p.m. on Saturday,
April 16th started with 29 couples,
19of whom danced the complete 26
hours.
The funds raised will be
presented to the Muscular Dystrophy Association, and the dancers who have been sponsored by
friends and students on campus
are now collecting pledges. The
Photo by Bill Stapleton
Lisa Presutti and Chris Eposito ( background) boogie with only one hour ~ft in the 26 hour M.D.A. Dance
Marathon.

RIC-End

Spring

April 25-May 1

in
Chosen
Finalist
Contest
Speaking
Fourteen contestants participated in the preliminary persuasion contest. Five finalists were selected by Dr. Moyne
Cubbage, Chairman of the Communications and Theatre
Department and Prof. Philip C. Joyce, manager of the Contest.
The finalists are:

The annual Spring Weekend festivities come to RI c this
month under a different name, symbolizing a change in the
program.
_Spring RIC-End will be a campus wi~e set of activities coStaff in co-operation with a
ordinated by the Programming
Previously each organization
number of other organizations.
planned the event separately without reference to each other.

Susan Baldyga - "The Trashier It Gets"
John Barry - "I'm Not Going To Do NOfflING Anymore"
~aymond Brigidi - "One For The Road"
Dorothy Crossman - "Make Your Life Better"
Peter Davis - "A Wasteland Of Violence"

The RIC-End program is funded by the Student Activity Fee
and the maximum paid by any undergraduate student will be
$1.00.

John Fiotti will be the Master of Ceremonies for the evening.
Refreshments will be served by cal}dlelight. The Persuasi_ve
Speaking Contest will take place this Thursday, April 28 at 7:30 in
Gaige Auditorium. You are invited to choose who will win the Audience Award. Duplicate prizes will be awarded in case of a
tie. Coordinator Prof. Joyce said that all the speeches he heard
"are inspirational", informative and activating. That is, each
speaker will describe a specific way to act on what they believe
needs to be changed."
- Come and judge for yourself!

Walsh Gym will be used for a concert on Saturday by Commander Cody and the Last Planet Airmen. This is the first time
the gymnasium will be used for this type of event since Stevie
- Wonder performed there in 1973.
Co-s_ponsors of the RIC-End program are Kappa Delta Phi
Fraternity (Monday), Fine Arts Series (Tuesday), The Class of
of Residence Halls
Student Government
'80 (Wednesday),
( Thursday) and the Class '77 ( Friday and Saturday).
For further

couple collecting the mQSt money
will win a trip to B'ermuda~
Among those presenL were
President Willard who lauded RIC
students for joining in raising
funds for this worthwhile cause,
Ernie.Anastos of WPRI-TV, Dennis
Passeretti ancth1s Karate group,
and several bands who donated
their talents to the occasion.
Ralph Detri, President of the
Class of '79, in an emotional speech
during the last five minutes of the
Dance Marathon said: 'For all
those who still say 'There is not
love for our fellow man', look at
this!"

details see pages 8 and 9.

ATTENTION:
CLASSES of 1978, 1979, 1980
Notice of cdndidacy period for class electi-ons.

Election of class officers will be
held soon for the positions of;
CLASS OF 1978
President
Vice President
S·ecretary
Treasurer

CLASS OF 1979

CLASS of 1980

President

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Social Committee

Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

Chairperson

You may fill a declaration of candidacy for office from ~pril 26
to May l O (till 4:00 p.m.) in the Student Parliament Office SU.
ELECTION COMMISSION
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Photo _by Pat Nasby
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SPRING I
April 2·5.
ProgrammUl

CWEDNESDAr
Tom ~hapin W1Steve Moore
Willard's Day

EVENING:

Class of '80

Co-Sponsor:

Gaige Auditorium

Place:
#

Time:

8:00 p.m.

Admission:
$1.00 RIC I.D. (Undergrad)
$3.00 General Admission
AFTERNOON:
Outdoor

Concert

Keith Berger -

RIZZZ

Ellis

SPRING

Keith Berger
»Rizzz

~....-.::...-...aJ.f-~.

.

.

.
,A."'~

•

Outdoor Dorm Concert
I

Co-Sponsor:

Dorm Hall Government

Featuring:

Chicken Every· Sunday
Bourbon Renewal
Place: Dorm Lawn
-Time: 7:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
FREE
12:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Plus:.

Free
Beer!!!

Co-Sponsor:

•

C

I

Place:
Donovan D1
Time:
8:00 p.m.
Admission:
$3.00 G
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IC•END '77

r~y 1
g Staff

'8ATURDNY
THE NEW

----

•

The New
Commander
Co y Band
Place:
Walsh Gymnasium -

Time: 8:00 p.m.
)

Admission:

$1.00 RIC I.D.

(Undergrad)
$3.00 General
Admission
Co-Sponsor:

Class of '77

Drawing for Free Stereo
by "Tech Hi-Fi"

all
1ANCE

lSS

of '77

•

ing Center

Midnight Cowboy
1:00 a.m.

$1.00 RIC I.D:
(Undergrad)
neral Admi~sion

Place: Gaige Auditorium
Time:--- 7 :30 p.m.
Admission:

$ .SO RIC I.D.

(Undergrad)
$ .75 General

Admission

Commander. Cody

Page 10

The New Commander
Biography
With the Lost Planet Airmen
having been disbanded, Commander Cody had put together a
new band, moved his piano center
stage and had gone back to his first
love - rock and roll. The emphasis
is now on origi~l material, old
favorites and brand new compositions featuring the Commander's long time trademarks:
stomping keyboards, a bearish
voice and a larger-than-life stage
,,
presence.
The New Commander Cody
Band, with which Cody recorded
his first Arista album, "Midnight
Man" ( to be released the end of

Cody Band:

April), consists of ex-Airmen
Bobby Blue Black on pedal steel
guitar; Gary Cisco, sax; guitarists
Darius Javaher and Michael Roy
Clark; R.B. Greer on bass; Fred
Myer on drums and Charra Penny
and Nicolette Larson as back.
ground vocalists.
Commander Cody, who received
a Master's Degree in Fine Arts
from the University of Michigan-in
1968,has been part of rock and roll
history for ten years, dating from
the time he worked his way
through college by playing for
parties and coffee
fraternity
houses in a band known as the

Surfing Beavers. After teaching
art for a year at Wisconsin State
University, Cody decided to trade
Midwestern academia for the
politics and music of the West
Coast and moved band and
baggage to Berkeley in the summer of '69, where they began packing clubs and concert halls as the
fabled Commander Cody and His
,
Lost Planet Airmen.
The Commander and his 88's
have returned with a sleeker
polished stage presentation and ~
harder edge to the good time rock
and boogie that he has always
delivered to his fans.

11
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.Rapping with the 'Ramblin Man'
by Marian R. Avakian

April 7th in Roberts Auditorium
marked an eventful night of deep
Southern Rock featuring famous
guitarist Dickey Betts, formerly of
the Allman Brothers. Since going
on his own Betts has planted new
roots with his five month old group.
The RIC concert was their fourth
appearance and they have already
released an album bearing the
name of the group, "Dickey Betts
& Great Southern."

Photo by Chas. Arent
Dickey Betts entertained a very enthusiastic RIC audience on April 7.

The Surrender
Come lie with me and let us satisfy
This tick"ling in our loins. The stars above

Do not judge men, they merely watch them die:
Be silent!

We can later talk of love.

The spirit

is a coward,

like a youth

Unused to battle flees face turned aside
In shame, so too it encounters
That strength

the truth

conquers, and passion will not hide.

About A Friend?

But it is so low, so base, you protest,
Nothing

Betts, who refused an interview
with WBRU,spoke with the Anchor
about music, where he's been with
it, and what he wants to do with it
in the future. "I don't have any
special direction in which I'm
trying to take the band except to
develop more of a concept of
communication amongst ourselves, then we'd be able to please
and communicate
with the
audience," Betts stated.
"When you start talking about
what you're trying to do with your
music it can get so out of hand you
can't explain it. You just have to
listen to the music and everyone
tries to figure out what" the hell
you're trying to do ... The main
thing is to get across a good feeling, and generate a certain energy,
with everyone who's involved in
the concert."
Asked if the politics and
hypocrisy of the music industry
have affected him, he replied, "It
would affect this band a lot if we
got involved with it, but we get
involved just enough with it to
protect ourselves. We don't really
try to understand the whole thing
and become music business
people, we just study music as you
normally would in this business."
"No one's ever paid for us to get
on the air. I wish to hell somebody
had. All the music I've written has
had a lot of trouble getting played
on the AM radio, but I've never
been involved in payoffs or
anything like that.
Born and raised in the rural
south, (Sar?sota, 'Florida,) Betts-

has been playing the guitar for
about 15 years. He was influenced
by a musical background, as his
father
was a professional
musician, playing guitar and fiddle, and other family ·members
played instruments as well. During
that time it was virtually "impossible for musical artists to
make a living unless they were in
big bands."
Betts said "Kids are funny. I
have a 4½ year old girl and she'll
tell you in a minute that she's going
to play the piano, be a dancer and
singer. I don't know why she thinks
that unless it's just influence she
gets from me."
Betts said Hank Williams inspired him to write¥ "Ramblin'
Man" because Hank had a song
with the same title. They are two
completely different type songs but
they share the theme of a person
who·travels a lot.
When asked if he would change
his life so far if he had to do it all
again, Bett's replied, "I didn't
really have much control over how
things worked out, I had to do it the
way the cards fell. A lot of people
think people like us plan out
careers, and every move we make.
But I don't think anyone really can
do that. You work in clubs and
write songs apd try to get people to
listen to your music and then try
and record them. It's a triangle,
it's never a worked-out format. I'd
always want to play music no
matter what level, but if I didn't I'd
probably be in jail."
Betts discussed the new album
and the members of the group.
"When you talk about our new
album you're talking about a new
band. The band has some real
heavy players. It would've been so
easy for me to choose players that
had broken up from other name
groups and try to present the band
as a bunch of guys everyone knew.
But these guys are really fine
seasoned players. I wanted to do
something that people have never

more than acting as the beasts do;

Obey the laws, say I, the brutes know best,

it's late; i 'm lazy

Come, my couch is not made for one, but two.
Do not be ashamed, we both have the need,

you remember that tape recorder

The night is a province not like the day,

you gave me dad?

Its codes are lax, it whispers to us heed
The blood, the lights are dimmed, do as you may.
Yes, surrender,

in this life we must dare

Returns,

are fleeting

i haven't used it since Christmas
how could i?

To feel joy for it will not come again,
Such moments

it only ran on batteries.

and later-care

but now we may escape the pain.

J.H.M.

wh_y should i?

by Linda Haelsen

l;ieard before. Even though I play a
lot of things I wrote with the Allman Brothers Band, the songs
haven't been heard by these new
guys." he pointed out. After the
breakup of the Al'lman Brothers
Band, Betts said, "I don't really
see any reason why the situation
should be straightened out because·
the band was together a long time,
almost eight years,· and that group
of people expressed a lot of things;
we toured Europe, and now I think
it's over. Everybody involved is
pursuing new careers and I think
that is a most healthy attitude
and I don't think any of us should
really try and put it back
together."
Danny Sharbono, a native from
Monroe, Louisiana is one of the
drummers of Deep Southern,
Sharbono joked, "I used to be a big
game hunter. I had this thing for
killing animals, but then I decided
to play music." While he was playing in a bar Betts heard him and
asked him to hitch up with the
group. "I totally believe in and am
involved with the group and
believe in Richard more than
anything else. I've been playing in
bars for 15 years and this is just
what I've been looking for. Now is
my time and I'm ready," Sharbono
said. When asked what he thought
of disco, he quickly replied, "I
think disco s-.
The repetition of
disco really gets on my nerves and
gives me a toothache!" When
queried about the group's opinion
of R.I. the members said they liked
it, that they'd had a good time that
night.
Wheg_asked if he had anything
more to say Betts remarked, "I ,
made my statement on the album.
I'm a lot better at making my
statements musically. Sure there's
a lot of things I'd like to say to a
person but I think it's best just to
let someone listen to your music
and try to und~rstand who you
are."
by Marion Avakian
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Summer,
Job Help
If information about summer jobs is what you're looking for - drop
in at the Student Employment Office at the Career Development Center.
Register with their job notification service to stay on_top of the opportunities for summer work, and look through the job notebooks for
openings in Rhode Island as well as New England and nearby areas. Also
- check out the openings in the "Help Wanted" section of the Anchor's
classifieds. The Student Employment office is a part of CDC, located in
___,
.
050 Craig Lee.
The resume - writing workshops have helped many RIC students so,
far this year. If you are looking for a permanent, full-time, summer, part- \
time job or any other position for which a resume is necessary, stop in at
the workshop any-Wednesday afternoon, 2-4 p.m. in 051 Craig Lee. The
last workshop for the spring semester is May 11, drop in before it's too
late.
While we have yoqr attentim....

Stop by CDC this werk, explore the numerous opportunities and
resources available to stuc~~ts in the library. Don't forget that if you
haven't made a decision about a career direction, there's help for you at
CDC.Much time has been devoted to collecting career; materials, ranging
from descriptions and literature on a wealth of careers to books on ·opportunities in a number of career fields, to magazines about potential
careers for students, to cassette tapes on various careers in addition to
the many resources for those interested in pursuing a graduate degree
and those seeking jobs.
.
Set the date before it's too late. Discover (for yourself)· what can be
yours.
Senior Nurses . ..

An employment recruiter from the University of So. California
Medical Center, Los Angeles County, a 2000bed acute, teaching hospital,
will be at the Career Development on Monday, May 23 for interviews with
graduating nursing students. Anyone interested in interviewing with a
representative can make the appointment by calling the Placement
Office, (401)456-8031
or by stopping in at 050Craig Lee.
•
Seniors ...
Interested in:

Revenge
Is Sweet
When it comes in the form of
whip cream In thei~ face.

Enter into the fun-contract
with class of 1978 to hit
sOmeone with a plate of whip
cream on Willard day.

Unlimited income?
Three and a half year training program (initial four week classroom
experience)?
•
,
Unfolding potential in management or proprietorship?
Independence, freedom and a challenge?
All major fringe benefits?
.
Making a commitment to the second larg~t employer in the State of
Rhode Island?
An industry that is unaffected by the economy?
Graduating seniors looking for meaningful answers to the above are
encouraged to interview with a representative from Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co. and Metropolitan Property and Liability Co. on Tuesday,
May 24 at the Career Development Center. To make an appointment for
the interview, call the Placement Office (401) 456-8031or stop by at 050
Craig Lee.

LOOK FOR OUR TABLE ON THE MALL,
APRIL 27th AND GET ALL THE DETAILS ..

Persuasion

Contest

acts as /udges

Audience

Gaige Auditoriu~.

\

7:20
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FREE
forsole

FREE

•

r'Y•~-l

P~ge 13

FREE

□--------------

wonted □-------------

losi"&found □-----------..,.._

OAM~U
OfllEll
S

.personal □-----------

notice

□-----------

What You Read Here Is Official
(and it might also be important).

Phone

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----------------------------'
__________

Wan fed

__,_-) AM-FM RADIO for the car, great
cond. $45. Call 531-3991.

.{
....
.e
FEMALE to sublet apt. for th
summer with two other women.
Good location, parking nearby.
Rent is only $37 per month plusutilities. Please call 831-2147after
8:00 p.m.
APT. near RIC. Can pay $75 per
month to share. Non smoker. Pets
, OK. Call Demaris at 456-8250days
or drop by the Forum Office SU
305.
TO BUY: Old and used musical
instruments. Call 272-8869- keep
trying.
STAFF a program-aids for special
needs scout unit. Call Robert at
(617) 252-6221,evenings.
2 FEMALES looking for 2J:>edroom
apartment for Sept. _ RIC area
approx. $150.00 per month incl.
utilities. Call Marie at 727-0340or
Jackie at 831-9841.
3 BEDROOM APT. (furnished)
within walking distance to RIC.
Call Gary at 831-9721 (Ext 474)

lo_st_and found

for sale

_]

LOST: One gold ring missing
stone, and one silver turquoise
ring. Please return, has great
sentimental value. Lost in Walsh
Girls Locker Room. No questions
asked. Call 351-6428and ask for
FLO.
LOST: A tan leather wallet. May
be in or near Whipple Gym. It
contained personal belongings
more important than money. If
found please call the Security
office fn Browne Hall or drop it off.
LOST:
Near River Ave. and
Chalkstone. Large black and white
cat, 'female. REWARD. Call 2746493 or 751-4074.
FOUND: To the Clown who lost his
watch in the Weber parking lot:
You can claim it by calling Bob at
Extension 328. You better hurry,
before I hock it.
[,,,,,.
__________
,.._)

help wanted

evenings.

(.

(

.

)

HELP WANTED: Delivery, No.
Prov. Delivering Model and
dentures;
car is necessary.
STEREO - $300. Call 844-7139 Fle~ib!e, $2.40 and gas. PT 400.
between 12 and 1 p.m. noontime Instructone tuner amp with base, HELP · WAN'.fED:
Installation
of Typewriters,
midran~ and treble equalization
controls, loudness, tape mon-tor Providence, Car is necessary.
and dubbing jacks, 32.5 watts per Expenses are reimbursed. Some
channel with .5 total Harmonic lifting is involved. Training is
Distortion. Two speakers with 12" provided. 20 hours • per week.
.
woofer, two 3½ tweeter-midrange. Salary negotiable, PT401
WANTED:
• Office
One phonograph with 4 speeds, HELP
semi-automatic tone arm trans- Assistant, on campus, to assist in
port, dust cover, cartridge, and filing, typing, mailing and record
base. One pair of headphones with keepjng. Flexible hours, $2.30.
10' coil cord, and--controls on each PT402.
ear cup for volume-balance. AU HELP WANTED: Banquet House
Realistic brand components-good .Person, Providence, physically
setting tables, checking area,
condition.
1959 Les Paul Jr. cherry red, cleaning and straightening after
grovers 100 watt tube amp. 2 banquet. 16 hrs. flexible, $2.30,
speakers. (Couldn't understand the PT403.
writing in this ad, so if you want COUNTER HELP: Late nights Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and
info. call 272-8869)
SUZUKI- '74' TM-125,good cond., Sunday. Neat, courteous, etc.
must sell. Best offer. Call 831-2347. Subway Sandwich Shop, 1500
BEACH HOUSE: Scarborough, 3 Atwood Ave., Johnston. 861-5108.
newly painted bedrooms, newly Hours: Tues. and Thurs. 7 p.m.panelled kitchen, new refrigidaire 1:30 a.m.; Friday 7 p.m.-4 a.m.;
- knotty pine living room 50x20lot. Sunday_7-2:30 a.m.
Excellent investment property.
Low 30's. 785-1615.
FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE
wagon, 1967, l!l68 engine, nice
interior, great for camping and NEEDED: Program assistants for
transporting. $250 or best offer. special needs scout unit. (617)252726-1650.
6221, evenin~s.
FOR SALE: Canon TLB-1, 8 50
mm lens, with case, excellent
condition, $135.Call Pat at Anchor
or 274-0237after 5.
Thousands of Topics
PANASONIC reel to reel tape
Send for your up-to-date,
160player with built in amp. 2 head,
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
comes with 20 tapes. at $200. must
$1.00
to cover postage . and
sell - call in the p.m. 272-8173.
handling.
SONY SUPERSCOPE
am-fm
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
stereo portable cassette player. 2
11322 IDAHO AVE .. II 206
detachable speakers, runs on AC
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
plug. Batteries and has car
(213) 477-8474
adapter for cassette. Still under
Our research papers are sold for
warranty. $175. was $250. Call 274research purposes onl_v.
8406 in the p.m.

notice

)

Departmentof EnglishHasNewHonorsProgram

FOR RENT, 5 room apartment,
wall to wall carpeting
- newly redone. A sunny, secure house with
young people. Pets OK 272-8869.
(~
(
•
/ ]

The Department of English now has a new Honors
Program. Satisfactory completion of the program leads to a
degree "with honors in English.". Majors in English who
wish further information on the program should see Paul
Maixner whose office is in 367Craig-Lee. He can be reached
by phone a_t274-4900,·ext.491or at 274-3670.

persona is_

PhilosophyClub PresentsFilm

~-----------

DEAR TOM: We should breakfast
The Philosophy Club is ~resenting the film, "The
at Academy sometime. Me, you,
Ultimate Experimental Animal, Man" Wed., April 27 at
and the Lady of the Lake. Won't
2: 15,in Fogarty 120.The film deals with the issues raised by
you join me some Sunday evening?
using human beings as the subjects of experiments.
It's OK if you say no. I once had a
Refreshments.
thought or should I say, it once had
me. With love, Huck.
WATER may fly, but you got DEAR FRAGILE:
Yes, My .TO GWEN AND POOH: Thank
caught. 25-.
weekend is pretty booked up with God for memories, so we can
SWEETIE:
It's crazy huh? babysitting Buttons and Jessica., remember nice times. Lots of love
Everyone's screwed up except us Ma and Pa are fine. Signed P.
to you botp. Barb.
- right? Boogie Qaby and enjoy
TO THE BEARDED SKATE
yourself, no one in particular. DEAR MARATHON MA: Thanks
BOARDER: Andy, come pick up
California - our dream, but for letting me see the kids, Love your Hanes by end of April or I will
maybe someday. Keep crazy, love your son, the Vanilla one.
throw them out. Your buddy Jim.
and kisses, C.
TO M.M. ART MAJOR: I've been
TO CLYDELL: How was your thinking of you, and I want to hear
HARRY (GG) Don't be foolish, you
trip? Did you ever expect it? Say hi from you. Please call, I miss our know there is only one God's Gift
to Indiana U. for us. Suite K.
relationship, P.P.
•
and you know it is you. The Girls
TO THE HACKER: Have a good
(Happy Lookers)
day, and a nice flight tomorrow, TO COUPLE 13: Without you we TO KATHY MOON: Happy Birthbut don't forget to score tonight. would have died. Thank you for day from Emily and the Gang.
Did I ever tell you the story about keeping us awake and happy. A lot • We're not ascared._
the $180 goal? Sincerely the TTT.. of friends.
•
TO PENGUIN LADY: If I'd ever
CLYDE "HACKER" HAWORTH: TO CLYDELL: How was your been in your room, there'd be a hell
Welcome home. Hope you score trip? Did you ever expect it? Say hi of a lot of penguins who look like
tonight. Love, Suite K, the (fTT, to Indiana U. for us. K.
me - blown awav. 1:_ove.Us.
and all your friends.
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS who
helped us through the night, the
IF IT'S CUSTOM - WE DO IT!!
day and the night of the marathon.
Over 500 decal designs in stock
Thanks. You are fantastic. Couple
Numbering
13'.
Lettering
TO WAD: "kiss" Love Muffin.
Embroidery
Monogram
·Handpainting
TO JUGS, I heard you were
Photo Transfers
dismissed by Mark Eden, dlle to
Complete
For teams.
over exposure. And you ask your
Screenprinting on
fraternities, sororities
friend Melons if 38 D is her room
Shirts,Jackets,
fundraisers,
•
number or - size? Love, Disco and
Emblems, and
businesses of all
Patches
...._____
Grapes.
types
TO JUGS AND MELONS: You two
had better get your stuff together
m T~ye, St • Prcwldence
Oi.:lcounu o,,
1400 F'o•t RC1ad.Werwick
real quick because when Muffin
121t•m•OrMore
Mon:Set 1Hl>•5:JO Upst•I,..
A•F.wA•
Se1 & Sun ONLY 9 JO 600
521.7119
C.11 U• For Comp,.t• lnlorf'Ntlon
4(l7.8.JJ9
and I are through we'll be telling
you two to look for Patty. Love,
Grapes.
TO SEGRO- Stop the fights now. I
..
am only an innocent by-stander ~·······················
and certainly non-partisan. Call
me when the pizza arrives. Love,
your sister.
TO MACKIE: Have you seen "that
~,--.
girl" lately. Last I heard she was
over Sally's house cooking beans
for a cougar I think C.G. should be
careful too. The Mack may a Hack.
Love, Your Friend in 149.
~~::llZc>
•
TO CHUCKIE: Keep that chin up •
and those sticks flying. Don't
♦
forget we are all behind you. Just •
remember to take your golf clubs
to Suite Oand when you get there Don't even say ho hello. Love ya,
Gee.
TO FRAGILE: Reveal yourself
and I'll tell you all about it. Pat
TO P: I heard that you were
leaving in May
Graduating I
think? Well, I was wondering how
you are doing? Is everything fine :
Corner of Atwells Ave.
: ;
at home, Ma and Pa doing well?
Are you busy this week? It being :
anrt
•
Spring RIC-END and all. Well ••
Mol.lnt
Pleasant
,\ve.
:
gotta go now deadline is fast ap•
,proaching. See you soon. Fragile.
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R.I.C. SPORTS
WHO ARE THE HEAVY HITTERS?
T_heRIC BQseball Team or Softball Team?
When it comes to hitting a ball, (14-12, Bryant College (22-0) and,
Rhode Island College's baseball last Monday, over Providence
team might want to take a lesson College (15-4).
A pair of freshmen have been
or twofrom the school girls softball
team, which has been tearing leading the way for the Anchorapart the old horsehide in recent women, against Bryant College,
games.
Karen Abbood (Providence) belted
The 12-6 baseball team, which is a home run and drove in three runs .
rated fourth among New England while Jo-Anne Avedesian (WarDivision III schools this week, has wick) collected a double, triple and
been hit hard by injuries to key homer and had four RBI's. Against
players and has had to scratch for PC, Abbood had two singles, two
runs. Fortunately, the pitching and doubles, two stolen bases and three
defense has been superb and the RBI's while Avedisian added a
Anchormen are still in contention double and a single.
for a post-season tournaµient bid
Also in the PC game, sophomore
with half their schedule remaining. Liz Penkala (Warren) went threeThe Anchorwomen of Coach Gail for-four and drove in three runs.
Davis, meanwhile, have pounded
The Anchorwomen next play at
their last three opponents after Bryant College on Tuesday, April
losing their season opener 7-5 to 26 at 3 p.m.
Barrington College. The wins have
The baseball team, meanwhile,
been over Eastern Connecticut St. ·has been led by the brilliant pitch-

ing of sophomore lefthander Dave
Flanagan (Pawtucket), who's 6-0
with a gaudy 0.66 ERA. Currently,
he ranks third in the nation among
NCAA Division III pitchers in
ERA.
RIC passed a major test last
Tuesday
by
splitting
a
doublehe.ader with the number one
Division III team in New England,
Eastern Connecticut State, winning 1-0 behind Flanagan and
losing 2-0. •
Coach Dave Stenhouse hopes to
have slugging outfielder Tom
Grzych (Pascoag) back in about 10
days, but his thigh injury has been
slow to heal. The Anchormen have
missed his bat as well as that of
outfielder Joe Mikaelian (Cranston) who's out for the season with
a knee ligament injury.
Junior Carmine Goneconte
(Providence) is expected to start
Saturday's
home game with
Babson Co1lege(1 p.m.) while Ken
Hopkins (Johnston)· and Matt
Maguire ( Cranston) will probably
start Sunday's home twinbill with
New York Tech (1 p.m.).

(Photo by Scan the Man)
Outfielder and batter, Joe Mikaelian, from Cranston will
miss the season because of a knee ligament injury. Joe is the alltime home run leader.

(Photo by Scan the Man)
Dave Alves, a freshman third baseman from Middletown
raised his batting average to .297 and leads RIC in doubles with
six.
~

(Photo by Chas. Arent) ;

1977 RHODEISLANDCOLLEGEBASEBALLSTATISTICS - April

Ken Hopkins finished with an eight hitter against
Bryant, his first victory of the season. He also beat Keene
State 3-1 and pitched a three-hitter.

Overall
Player

Pos.

GP AB

Record:
R

NESCACRecord: 4,-0 (ls t Place)
3 H
s
2B B R BB so s F SB-A. Avg.

H BI

3
5
18
12
16
14
18
17
8
9
18
12
18
11
13
13
8
2
8
6
4
2
2

1
5
53
27
46
35

1
0
1
3
8 18
4
9
6 15
2 11
11 19
4 14
3
3
7
8
15 14
0
2
3 10
2
4
2
2
2
5
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
10
6
9
6
2
6
2
2
9
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
2
2
6
3
0
3
3
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

RIC TOTALS-----------

18

533 74 134

69

23

9

Mat Maguire pitches fourth in the starting rotation. He OPP. TOTALS---------beat Keene State 2-1 and had a no-hitter going for five and
two-thirds innings.

18

509 61 125

46

18

3

'II,.

( Photo by Scan the ·Man)

64

so
27
29
26
7
1
0
0
0
0
0

I

,

12-6

p
Matt Maguire
C
Mike Emond '
OF
John Almon
lB-DH
Dave Boudria
lB
Joe Murtagh
C-DH
Mike Boyajian
3B
Dave Alves
2B-OF
Dave Ward
2B
Jim Procaccianti
OF
Tom Grzych
ss
Tim Mercer
2B
Don Stoeckel
OF
Bob Guillet
C
Mike Higgins
OF
Jim Jones
2B
Chuck Perry
Dave Flanagan
P:-OF
OF
Mike Ward
p
Ken Hopkins
p
Paul Shaughnessy
Cannine Goneconte p
p
Joe Tierney
,p
Len Forrest

48
8
34
63
9

21

0
1
8

PO

A

1.000
.600
.340
.333
.326
.314
.297
.292
.250
.235
.222
.222
.200
.148
.100
.077
.000
.000
.000

.ooo
.ooo
.ooo
.ooo

1
9
43
17
133
36
17
16
2
7
29
8
25
36
7
15
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

10
0
1
0
7
9
36
18
6
0
63
5
3
6
1
6
11
0
5
13
0
0
0

E

Avg,.

.917
1
0 1.000
.936
3
0 1.000
.972
4
.978
1
.883
7
.919
3
.889
1
•.778
2
.939
6
.929
1
.903
3
0 1.000
0 1.000
0 1.000
.917
1
.ooo
0
.889
1
.867
2
.ooo
0
,000
0
.ooo
0

0
0
11
2
6
2
3
4
0
2
11
0
3
6
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0 0 0 0-1
0 0 0 0-0
8 0 1 2-3
1 --0 1 0-0
13 1 2 0-0
2 1 0 1-1
14 1 1 1-3
2 1 0 1-1
1 2 0 0-0
7 0 0 0-0
10 0 0 2-2
0 0 1 0-0
11 2 2 1-1
4 0 0 1-1
11 0 0 0-0
7 0 0 1-1
0 1 0 0-0
1 0 0 0-0
0 0 0 0-0
0 0 0 0-0
0 0 0 0-0
0 0 0 0-0
0 0 0 0-0

8

52

92

9

8

10-14

.251

404

200

36

.944

4

64

77 11

8

12-18

.246 . 411

168

21

.965

0 0
0 0
1 1
1-1
2 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
0 0
2 1
2 1
0 0
0 2
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

I
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R.I.C. Chess Club Closes
with Tourney
Next year's schedule also inThe RIC Chess Club is coming
toward the end of this semester's cludes several tournaments on
activities with a trip to West Point campus. Teams will be sent to the
to participate in a team tour- National Team Championships in
nament. Some, students are Atlantic City, New Jersey ~nd the
currently attending a series of Pan American Inter-Collegiate
Monday night lectures by a Championships and the RI Chess
Jan Von League. This year, for the third
master,
European
Graben, in Gaige 211. This series consecutive_ year, a RI College
team (see photo) has won a first
will be expanded in the Fall.
Next year's lecture series will be place trophy in the RI Chess
free to all RIC students and -League. The RI College Raiders
finished ahead of the second place
faculty. In addition,• a third
curriculum course may be held for Brown University team by a
those interested in learning basic comfortable margin. The climax of
this year's activities will occur OD'"'
chess skills. Daily participation
will be possible, as •it -is now, in April 23,24when RIC will be host to
the 1977State Champions~ips.
Gaige 211.

R.I. College Raiders, 1977 Majors Di~ision Champions: st~nding: Dick Noel, Alyn Miller. Seated: Don
Tirrell, Prof. Armand Patrucco.

The Annual Gymnastics Exhibition is being held on
F_riday,April 29th, at 7:30 p.m. under Ms. Janis Marecsak.
The program will include a variety of individua.1and group
gymnastics activities. Admission is free and open to the
l!!Jblic. Everyone is invited.

N-.B.A.PLAYERS
everydfrection.
Thereare 34 nameshiddenin this puzzlein -\

BasketballCoach
d
PossingerRe-appointeR.I.C.

Find them.

Providence, R.I. - Rhode Island College Director of Athletics,
Recreation and Intramurals William M. Baird announced today that the
contract for Head Basketball Coach David F. Possinger has been
•
renewed for the 1977-78season.
Possinger, 34, is a native of Wilmington, Del. who came to RIC last
July from Loyola College in Baltimore, Md., where he had been an
Assistant Coach. During his first season, the Anchormen were 11-12.
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BASEBASCHEDU
RICVARSITY

Name
Karen Abbood
Jo-Anne Avedesian
Jean Bogosian
Sue Boucher
Vicky Brown
Lee-Ann Butler
Jennifer Day
Dore Depaoli
Barbara Doncaster
Pam Egan
Karen Hawkins
Monica Hitt
Donna Horgan
Cindy Limoges
Phyllis Manni
Ann Mason
Marianne McCluskey
Maureen O'Donnell
Elizabeth Penkala
Gloria Vignone
Kathy Westlake
Cynthia Wilder

COACH: GAIL H. DAVIS
Year
Major
F
Phys: Ed
F
Elem-Spec. Ed
F
Med. Tech.
F
Biology
F
Nursing
Phys. Ed
So.
F
Elem. Ed
So.
Art
F
Spec. Ed
Jr.
Phys. Ed.
N'ursing
So.
Jr.
English
So.
English
F
Phys. Ed
Studio Art
So.
Studio Art
So.
Jr.
Spec. Ed.
F
Elem. Ed.
So.
Math
F
Nursing
So.
Spec. Ed.
F
Nursing

Hometown
Providence, RI
Warwick, RI
Providence, RI
Lincoln, RI
Old Lyme, CT
Providence, RI
Providence, RI
Croton Falls, NY
Newport, RI
Warwick, RI
E. Prov., RI
N. Scituate, RI
Tiverton, RI
Warwick, RI
Cranston
Barrington, RI
Manchester, CT
Providence, RI
Warren
Franklin, MA
Morgan, VT
E. Prov., RI

Opponent

Time

at University of Delaware (DH)
at Howard University (DH)
at George Mason University
at George Mason University
at Salisbury (Md.) State
at Jersey City State (DH)
at Barrington College
BRYANT COLLEGE
at Southeastern Mass. Univ. (DH)
at Stonehill College
* at Plymouth (N.H.) State (DH)
at Keene (N.H.) State (DH)
EASTERN COl'>JNECTICUT STATE (DH)
• BABSON COLLEGE
NEW YORK TECH (DH)
MAINE, PORTLAND-GORHAM (DH)
Castleton (Vt.) State (DH) at
Keene (N.H.) State Field
at Bryant College
at Ouinnipiac College (DH)
WESTFIELD STATE (DH)
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAVEN (DH)
BENTLEY COLLEGE (DH)
at Assumption College (DH)

1 p.m.
1 p.m.
3p.m.
3p.m.
3p.m.
1 p.m.
3p.m.
3p.m.
1 p.m.
3p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
3p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.

Date

LL
1977SOFTBAROSTER
IslandCollege
Rhode
Positions
OF, IF, P
OF, IF
IF, OF
IF, OF
C, IF
P, IF, OF
OF
IF, OF
P, IF, OF
OF, IF
IF
OF, IF
C,P
IF, OF, P
OF
C, IF
IF, OF
IF, OF, P
IF, P
IF, OF
OF
OF

Mon., March 21
Tues., March 22
Wed., March 23
Thurs., March 24
Fri., March 25
Sat., March 26
Tues., April 5
ThJ-HS., April 7
Sat., April 9
Wed., April 13
Sat,, April 16
Sun., April 17
Tues., April 19
Sat., April 23
Sun., April 24
Wed., April 27
Sat., April 30
Tues., May3
Sat., May7
Sun., May8
Wed., May 11
Sat., May 14
Sun., May 15

*
*

GAMES IN CAPS
Denotes New England State College Athletic Conference g6lmo

HOME

*

*

1 p.m.
, 3 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.

/

